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Abstract

Background ‘Gateopen’ colonoscopy-based screening is an innovative concept to better target colonoscopy to those most likely to benefit. It combines invitations to screening colonoscopy with the offer of pretesting with a single ‘gateopen’ fecal immunochemical test (FIT) which is applied with a lower positivity threshold than in conventional screening. We explored optimized use of this approach for reducing CRC incidence and mortality.

Methods and Findings Using COSIMO, a validated Markov-based simulation tool, we compared outcomes of gateopen screening to those of conventional FIT- or colonoscopy-based screening strategies. Gateopen screening was modelled using SENTiFIT-FOB Gold (Sentinel Diagnostics) as exemplary ‘gateopen’ FIT. We assessed various low hemoglobin cut-offs (10, 8, 6, 4, and 3 µg/g feces). We found that gateopen screening at cut-offs of 6, 4 or 3 µg/g outperformed conventional screening colonoscopy in terms of CRC incidence reduction, with 16-25%, 50-57% and 66-72% more prevented cases, respectively, after ten years. All gateopen scenarios significantly increased prevented deaths, at low cut-offs more than doubling the numbers achieved by conventional screening colonoscopy. Compared to biennial FIT, gateopen screening prevented 7-163% more CRC cases, with lower cut-offs associated with higher gains, and prevented approximately equal to significantly higher (12-21%) numbers of CRC deaths. Cut-offs of 10 and 8 µg/g required fewer colonoscopies per prevented case and death.

Conclusions Gateopen screening outperforms conventional CRC screening by offering considerably stronger reduction of CRC incidence and mortality rates as well as considerably increased screening effectiveness. The feasibility of the concept should be assessed by a pilot study in real-life practice.
Author Summary

Why was this study done?

✓ Screening colonoscopy is used inefficiently as most individuals have no benefit from this invasive procedure.
✓ Efficiency could be enhanced by pre-selecting those most likely to benefit, e.g., by use of a single low-threshold fecal immunochemical test ('gateopener' FIT).
✓ Such pre-test may lower the barrier against using screening colonoscopy and may better target use of colonoscopy.

What Did the Researchers Do and Find?

✓ A simulation study comparing application of the gateopener approach to conventional colonoscopy or FIT-based screening approaches demonstrated higher proportions of prevented colorectal cancer cases or deaths and/or a more effective use of colonoscopies as compared to conventional screening.

What Do These Findings Mean?

✓ Inviting subjects to undergo pre-testing with low-threshold FITs could markedly improve outcomes and efficiency of colonoscopy-based colorectal cancer screening.

Lay summary

This simulation study demonstrates that introducing a simple, highly sensitive pre-test (e.g., an adjusted modern stool test) to identify individuals most likely to benefit from screening colonoscopy could markedly improve the benefits of colorectal cancer screening.
Introduction

Screening colonoscopy is the gold standard screening test for colorectal cancer (CRC) as it allows for detection and removal of precursor lesions at high sensitivity directly upon examination.[1] However, most screenees have no real benefit from this invasive procedure as they do not have CRC or any such precursor lesions.[2,3] Also, screening colonoscopy programs often fail to achieve adequate uptake,[4] which implies that many of those at high CRC risk are still being missed for not using screening in the first place. Substantially higher uptake could be achieved by non-invasive tests, such as fecal immunochemical tests (FITs),[5] and further enhanced by optimized screening program design and invitation approaches.[6] However, FITs are expected to mainly contribute to reducing CRC mortality but less so to reducing CRC incidence, as sensitivity is high for cancers but suboptimal for precursor lesions.[7,8]

We recently proposed a ‘gateopener’ approach suited to address these limiting factors in an innovative fashion, with great potential to enhance the effectiveness of CRC screening.[9] Gateopener screening involves pre-selecting subjects most likely to benefit, as only individuals with a positive pre-test, such as a low threshold ‘gateopener’ FIT with low barriers to access (e.g., by directly mailing test kits) would be invited to proceed to screening colonoscopy. As illustrated by a numerical example in Figure 1, this approach could lead to more targeted use of the same number of colonoscopies compared to conventional untargeted screening colonoscopy. As previously demonstrated, pre-selection by a gateopener FIT would go along with a significantly higher diagnostic yield and CRC risk reductions at the same number of conducted colonoscopies versus conventional screening colonoscopy.[9]

However, best possible use of the gateopener approach and its performance with respect to reduction of CRC incidence and mortality and most efficient use of colonoscopy resources remain to be explored. For example, our initial proposal focused on the use of a gateopener FIT with hemoglobin cut-offs of 3-4 µg/g feces yielding 50% positive test results.[9] However, depending on available colonoscopy capacities, trained staff and other resource constraints, higher hemoglobin cut-offs, which might nevertheless still maintain reasonably high sensitivity for detecting advanced CRC precursor lesions, might be better suited for some health care systems, also to reduce the proportion of false-positive gateopener FITs. Here, we sought to explore and compare the potential of various variants of gateopener screening for reducing CRC incidence and mortality and maximizing efficient use of colonoscopy resources.
Materials and Methods

Colorectal Cancer Multistate Simulation Model

To evaluate the implications of a gateopener screening approach at varying hemoglobin cut-offs, we used the Colorectal Cancer Multistate Simulation Model (COSIMO), a validated, Markov-based simulation tool,[10] in a hypothetical German population. Briefly, COSIMO simulates the natural history of CRC based on the process of precursor lesions developing into preclinical and then clinical cancer for a predefined number of years. Screening can interfere with the natural history of CRC (Supplementary Figure 1). A comprehensive documentation on the model’s structure, data sources and parameters is given in Supplementary Appendix 1 and Supplementary Tables 1-3. The model source code is available from our website.[11]

Diagnostic Performance Parameters

We first derived sensitivity (the proportion of detected cases among all subjects with any adenomas or cancer) and specificity (the proportion of all subjects without adenomas or cancer correctly classified as such) parameters of SENTiFIT-FOB Gold (Sentinel Diagnostics, Milan, Italy), a commonly used FIT test, at hemoglobin (Hb) cut-offs of 10, 8, 6, 4, and 3 µg Hb per gram feces, respectively, which would correspond to positivity levels of approximately 20-50%. For reference, we also derived sensitivity and specificity at the manufacturer recommended cut-off of 17 µg/g. Cut-offs of 3-4 µg/g, corresponding to approximately 50% positivity, were originally proposed for use in the gateopener approach.[9]

Analyses were conducted based on 7,398 participants of screening colonoscopy in Germany recruited in the BLITZ study from 2008 through 2020 who had provided pre-colonoscopy stool samples for quantitative FITs as previously described.[7] Across all analyses, advanced adenomas were defined as adenomas with at least 1 of the following features: ≥ 1 cm in size, tubulovillous or villous components, or high-grade dysplasia. The BLITZ study was approved by the ethics committee of the Heidelberg medical faculty of Heidelberg University and the responsible ethics committees of the state medical boards. Written informed consent was obtained from each participant.

Simulations

A range of scenarios was simulated to characterize the relative effectiveness of gateopener screening at varying cut-offs. In these scenarios, simulated cohorts of 100,000 previously unscreened women and men aged 50, 60, or 70 were assumed to be invited to undergo either:
(1) conventional screening colonoscopy,
(2) conventional biennial FIT screening,
(3) gateopener screening at varying hemoglobin cut-offs (17, 10, 8, 6, 4, and 3 µg/g).

Sex-specific baseline neoplasm prevalences for each age of screening were extracted from a previous analysis of more than 4.4 million screening colonoscopies in the German screening-eligible population.[12] We assumed levels of uptake reflective for those reported for the German screening-eligible population, i.e., 15% uptake for conventional screening colonoscopy (offered in 10-year intervals) and 50% uptake for conventional biennial FIT and gateopener screening.[13] For biennial FIT screening, a 40% drop-out rate over time was assumed to account for the sporadic nature of adherence to FIT screening,[14] in line with reports in the literature.[15] Assuming 50% uptake over a 10-year period with 40% drop-out results in an approximate biennial uptake rate of 20% as reported for the German screening-eligible population.[13] We assumed that 80% of those with positive FIT test would make use of the follow-up colonoscopy offer, which reflects the observed compliance to diagnostic colonoscopy in real-world screening.[16]

Outcomes

For each scenario, we assessed the number of prevented cases and deaths as compared to no screening after 10 years of follow-up, the numbers of required colonoscopies and FITs, as well as the numbers of required colonoscopies and FITs per prevented cases or death. We then calculated and compared the corresponding relative differences for gateopener screening scenarios to those for conventional screening scenarios (screening colonoscopy or biennial FIT).

Patient and Public Involvement

Patients and the public were neither involved in the design and conduct of this study, nor in writing or editing of this document. Research at the German Cancer Research Center (DKFZ) is generally informed by a Patient Advisory Committee.
Results

Hemoglobin cut-offs

Sensitivities for any neoplasm (ANN, any adenoma or cancer), any advanced neoplasm (ADN, any advanced adenoma or cancer) and cancer as well as specificities for no finding at varying hemoglobin cut-offs are shown in Table 1. Sensitivities for ADN (as well as positivities) increased gradually with decreasing hemoglobin cut-offs (Figure 2) while specificities decreased first gradually (between cut-offs at 17 and 8 µg/g) and then rather steeply (between cut-offs at 8 and 3 µg/g).

Comparison to conventional screening colonoscopy

Gateopener screening using a gateopener FIT with a cut-off of 6, 4 or 3 µg/g outperformed screening colonoscopy in terms of CRC incidence reduction, with 16-25%, 50-57% and 66-72% more prevented cases, respectively, across all ages (Figure 3A, Supplementary Table 4). Gateopener screening using a cut-off of 17 or 10 µg/g resulted in fewer and using a cut-off of 8 µg/g resulted in approximately equal numbers of prevented cases but, along with the other assessed hemoglobin thresholds, in significantly more prevented CRC deaths, with additional reductions reaching from +24% for a cut-off of 17 µg/g up to more than twice (+109%) the number of prevented deaths for conventional screening for a cut-off of 3 µg/g (Figure 3B). Screening using cut-offs of 17, 10, 8 or 6 µg/g also required fewer total colonoscopies (-6 to -66%). Absolute numbers of prevented cases or death by gateopener screening were less marked in women versus men, but relative gains were largely consistent across sexes (Supplementary Figures 2 and 3).

Comparison to conventional biennial FIT screening

Compared to biennial FIT screening, gateopener screening at a cut-off of 17 µg/g prevented 15-23% fewer CRC cases. At all other assessed cut-offs, gateopener screening prevented more CRC cases, with relative gains ranging from 7-163% across all assessed ages, with lower cut-offs associated with higher relative gains (Figure 3A, Supplementary Table 4). Gateopener screening with cut-offs of 17 and 10 µg/g resulted in fewer (-11 to -26%), with cut-offs of 8 and 6 µg/g in approximately equal, and with cut-offs of 4 and 3 µg/g in significantly more (+12 to +21%) prevented deaths as compared to conventional biennial FIT screening, respectively (Figure 3B). Gateopener screening using a cut-off of 17 or 10 µg/g required 23-52% fewer total colonoscopies, while cut-offs of 6, 4 or 3 µg/g required 25-26%, 79-84%, and 102-110% more colonoscopies, respectively. At a cut-off of 8 µg/g, numbers of
required colonoscopies were approximately comparable. The number of required FIT tests was more than halved (reduction by 54-57%) as compared to biennial FIT screening. Results were overall consistent across men and women and assessed ages.

**Numbers of colonoscopies per prevented case/per prevented death**

Across all analyses, gateopener screening with cut-offs at 17, 10, 8 and 6 µg/g was consistently and partly substantially more efficient as compared to conventional screening strategies in terms of required numbers of colonoscopies per prevented CRC case (**Figure 4A**). Gateopener screening using a cut-off of 4 or 3 µg/g was consistently more efficient than screening colonoscopy for both sexes and more efficient than conventional biennial FIT screening in men. In women, higher efficiency versus biennial FIT only manifested at higher age (**Supplementary Figures 4 and 5**).

Gateopener screening with cut-offs at 17, 10, or 8 µg/g required considerably fewer colonoscopies per prevented CRC death as compared to conventional screening colonoscopy, and fewer to approximately equal numbers as compared to conventional biennial FIT testing (**Figure 4B**). Gateopener screening with cut-offs at 6, 4 or 3 µg/g was still consistently more efficient than screening colonoscopy but required more colonoscopies per prevented death than biennial FITs. For both measures (numbers per prevented case/deaths), differences across varying gateopener cut-offs tended to be become smaller with increasing age at screening.
Discussion

Gateopener screening represents an innovative concept involving low barrier, low threshold non-invasive pretesting followed-up by screening colonoscopy for those with positive pre-test results. Gateopener pretesting with a single FIT, as proposed in this study, differs from conventional biennial FIT screening in two major aspects: first, it would be offered only in 10-year intervals, in line with recommendations on screening colonoscopy, the underlying main screening modality. Second, the hemoglobin threshold would be much lower than the one used for conventional FITs, implying significantly larger shares of positive (pre-)test results, with the specific threshold to be used depending on the specific healthcare systems circumstances, needs and resources. This study illustrates the strong advantages of gateopener screening for a broad range of thresholds: compared to conventional approaches, gateopener screening either would lead to higher proportions of prevented CRC cases or deaths, a more effective use of colonoscopies, or, for a range of hemoglobin cut-offs, even both.

Findings in Context

Attributable to demographic aging, unfavorable trends in major risk factors such as Western dietary habits (such as high fat and sugar, low fiber content; red meat consumption; highly processed food),[17] as well as the likely existence of birth cohort effects implying increasing incidence in younger generations,[18,19] the number of worldwide CRC cases and deaths is set to rise significantly in the future.[20–22] At the same time, an increasing number of healthcare systems faces strong constraints related to budget, workforce, and capacities for cancer care,[23,24] exacerbated by competing priorities and ever rising costs to treat CRC.[25,26]

These alarming developments point to an urgent need to rethink current approaches to CRC screening. In principle, the tools to mitigate if not counteract the predicted CRC epidemic already exist. Full adherence to either of the most popular conventional options, screening endoscopy or biennial stool-test-based screening, might reduce lifelong CRC risks by 70-80%.[27,28] However, screening effectiveness and successful screening implementation in practice is key, and both conventionally followed approaches, colonoscopy-based and FIT-based screening, come along with limitations in this respect.

Although screening colonoscopy is the gold standard examination for detecting CRC and its precursor lesions, it is a relative burdensome and invasive procedure, whose uptake rates are low, even in countries where it is offered free of charge as primary screening exam, such as Germany, where 10-year use rates of 10-20% have been observed.[13] Few countries,
including the US, report considerably higher endoscopy use rates,[4] but still approximately 60% of CRC deaths in the US are attributable to the non-use of screening.[29,30] In addition, only few individuals benefit from this in relative terms resource-intensive procedure, making it rather inefficient on a population level. According to previous estimates, approximately 200 and 400 screen-eligible men and women aged 50 years, respectively, would need to be screened to detect a single case of cancer.[9] In Germany, costs for a colonoscopy are approximately 30-times the costs for a fecal test (but still cost-saving).[31,32]

Conversely, uptake of fecal-test-based screening, e.g., when offering FITs, is higher, owing to its non-invasive nature and more convenient conduct. However, conventional FIT screening has only limited ability to reduce CRC incidence, as, when used at manufacturer recommended hemoglobin thresholds, sensitivity is high for preclinical cancers but suboptimal for precursor lesions.[7,8] FIT screening therefore needs to be repeated annually or every other year, requiring substantial resources and impairing its practicability over a life-long timeframe. In effect, a considerable proportion of users follows suboptimal sporadic uptake patterns, and adherence is highest in the first screening round.[14,33,34]

These limitations imply that conventional screening approaches alone are unlikely to mount a sufficient response to the predicted strong increase of the future CRC burden. Even in a country such as Germany with relatively high saturation and capacities, by one estimate, screening colonoscopy uptake would need to increase to more than 3-times current levels to avoid increasing case numbers.[18] Such a large increase is unrealistic, though somewhat higher uptake levels could plausibly be achieved, e.g., by implementing a well-designed organized screening program.[35] Yet, real progress will need to be brought about by redesigning CRC screening involving innovative approaches leading to higher uptake and greater effectiveness.

Gateopener screening is a strong candidate to address this gap. It unites the advantages of FIT-based screening, i.e., high uptake and low barriers of use (as only a single FIT is needed every ten years, which should simplify personal invitations and allow for postal provision, which could lead to even higher uptake[6]), with those of primary screening colonoscopy, i.e., detection of precursor lesions with high sensitivity. As demonstrated in our analyses, another key feature of gateopener screening is the ability to direct colonoscopy capacities to those most likely to benefit while maintaining or likely improving overall screening outcomes.

In our study, by making use of the (typically neglected) quantitative potential of modern FITs, we illustrated several possibilities to implement gateopener screening. From a public health
perspective, the chosen hemoglobin cut-off for the gateopener FITs reflects a continuum: on the end with low hemoglobin thresholds, screening outcomes, i.e., numbers of prevented cases and deaths are maximized, at the cost of somewhat lower screening efficiency (higher share of false-positive tests and higher numbers needed to screen). At the other end, with high hemoglobin thresholds, screening efficiency is highest (lower numbers needed to screen), at the cost of fewer overall prevented cases and deaths. It should be noted that in virtually all simulations, regardless of the eventually chosen cut-off, gateopener screening outperformed conventional screening on either or both metrics.

We deliberately abstained from identifying an ‘optimal’ hemoglobin cut-off. A strength the gateopener approach is that each healthcare system can implement it according to individual priorities, preferences and resources. For instance, relatively resource- and capacity-strong systems, such as the US or Germany, where primary screening colonoscopy is already offered, might opt for rather low hemoglobin thresholds. This would allow to further improve screening outcomes (i.e., further reduce CRC incidence and mortality) while maintaining adequately high levels of screening efficiency. As capacities become tighter due to anticipated effects of demographic aging, this approach would allow for gradual adjustments of thresholds to reflect available capacities. Also, gateopener screening could be an excellent alternative to annual or biennial FIT screening, as offered across many European screening programs. For some cut-offs, screening outcomes and numbers of required colonoscopies were approximately comparable to biennial FIT screening, but the number of required FITs was more than halved, making gateopener screening the far more efficient (and also more convenient) option. Finally, gateopener screening starting at moderate or high hemoglobin cut-offs could be an excellent choice for countries with yet pending or uncomplete roll-out of CRC screening offers. The ability to adjust for cut-offs represents a strong instrument until rollout is implemented or capacities are fully built up.

It should be noted that the comparably high false-positive rate of low cut-off gateopener screening should not be used as argument against this approach. For primary screening colonoscopy, the established gold standard, approximately 70-80% of individuals undergo the procedure without any finding, and close to 90% have no advanced finding.[36] More than 2000 and 3500 colonoscopies in 50-year-old men and women, respectively, were estimated to be needed to detect a single case of cancer in those who would hypothetically undergo screening colonoscopy but were prevented from doing so due to negative pretesting with a gateopener FIT using very low cut-offs of 3-4 µg/g.[9] In other words, most individuals do
not benefit from conventional screening colonoscopies, and gateopener screening will significantly improve screening efficiency. However, clear patient communication on the advantages and specifics of gateopener screening will be key, ideally in a well-formulated invitation letter. Smart program design involving such inviting letters as well as postal provision of FITs would likely substantially improve the uptake and acceptance.[6]

**Limitations**

Specific limitations of COSIMO have been described previously.[9,10] Briefly, major limitations concern simplifying model assumptions and uncertainties related to input parameters. For instance, true adenoma miss rates at colonoscopy are unknown, and we used the best available evidence from a systematic review and meta-analysis for approximation.[1] Furthermore, as subsite specific data was not available in the registry data used to inform COSIMO model parameters,[10] no stratified analysis for distal versus proximal CRC was possible, which would have allowed for comparisons to screening sigmoidoscopy, another broadly established endoscopic screening intervention.

In addition, simulations were conducted for a screen-eligible population in Germany (for which the simulation model COSIMO was previously calibrated and validated[10]), and baseline prevalences as well as adenoma and cancer incidence rates might vary for other populations with varying distributions of CRC risk factors. On a similar note, input adherence patterns were derived from German data sources, and uptake will likely vary across countries and healthcare systems. However, in our study, key outcome parameters are reported on a relative effect scale and should be interpreted relative to the measured effectiveness of conventional screening approaches, and it appears plausible that the relative effectiveness of gateopener screening will be consistent across populations. A pilot study would be needed to assess the plausibility of uptake assumptions as well as the overall feasibility of the gateopener concept. Further research should also consider health economic considerations, including the cost increase associated with a potential postal delivery of gateopener FIT test kits, as well as likely cost savings due to improved CRC prevention and early diagnosis.

**Conclusion**

Gateopener screening is an innovative concept for prevention and early detection of CRC. The approach involves low barrier, low threshold non-invasive pretesting using a single ‘gateopener’ FIT followed-up by screening colonoscopy for those with positive pre-test results. This ‘gateopener FIT’ may be adjusted by modifying hemoglobin cut-offs indicating
when such pre-test will be considered positive, whereby relatively lower cut-offs will imply higher numbers of prevented CRC cases and deaths, and relatively higher cut-offs will imply higher screening effectiveness (i.e., fewer colonoscopies to detect one individual with an advanced finding). This study illustrates that gateopener screening at varying cut-offs will outperform conventional screening approaches by offering considerably stronger reduction of CRC incidence and mortality rates as well as considerably increased screening effectiveness. The feasibility of the concept should be assessed by a pilot study in real-life practice.
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Table 1. Diagnostic characteristics of SENTiFIT FOB Gold at varying hemoglobin cut-offs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hemoglobin cut-off (µg Hb/g)</th>
<th>Positivity (%)</th>
<th>Sensitivity (%)</th>
<th>Specificity (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>any neoplasm</td>
<td>any advanced</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>neoplasm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>19.6</td>
<td>39.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>27.4</td>
<td>48.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>32.1</td>
<td>53.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>40.8</td>
<td>59.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>54.5</td>
<td>68.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>60.4</td>
<td>72.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Analyses based on 7,398 participants of screening colonoscopy in Germany from 2008 through 2020. Advanced adenomas were defined as adenomas with at least 1 of the following features: ≥1 cm in size, tubulovillous or villous components, or high-grade dysplasia.
Figure 1. Numerical example of use of gateopener screening (C) as compared to conventional screening strategies (A, screening colonoscopy, B, biennial FIT)

In the gateopener approach, instead of directly undergoing screening colonoscopy every 10 years, individuals would be invited to use a non-invasive, low-threshold pre-test, such as a FIT with very low hemoglobin detection thresholds yielding higher positivities (e.g., cut-off of 3-4 µg Hb/g, corresponding positivity: 50%, proposed in reference [9]). Only those above the threshold would be invited to follow-up with screening colonoscopy.

CS: colonoscopy. FIT: fecal immunochemical test.
Figure 2. Sensitivity for any advanced neoplasm (advanced adenoma or cancer, panels A-C) and corresponding positivities (panels D-F) at varying FIT positivities
Figure 3. Numbers of prevented CRC cases and CRC deaths as compared to no screening at varying hemoglobin cut-offs, stratified by age
CRC, colorectal cancer; FIT, fecal immunochemical testing; GO, gateopener approach
Figure 4. Numbers of colonoscopies per prevented CRC case and CRC death at varying hemoglobin cut-offs, stratified by age

CRC, colorectal cancer; FIT, fecal immunochemical testing; GO, gateopener approach
A. Conventional colonoscopy-based screening
Decennial colonoscopy, ~15% participation

B. Conventional FIT-based screening
Biennial FIT, ~50% participation, conventional FIT threshold → 10% positive, ~80% followed by CS

C. Gateopener screening: low-threshold FIT pretest
Decennial ‘gateopener’ FIT, ~50% participation, FIT: low threshold → e.g., 50% positive, ~80% followed by CS

Figure 1
Figure 2
Figure 3

(A) Number of prevented CRC cases versus no screening.

(B) Number of prevented CRC deaths versus no screening.
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- GO 10
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- Screening colonoscopy
- Biennial FIT
Figure 4

A

No of colonoscopies per prevented CRC case

B

No of colonoscopies per prevented CRC death
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